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Chapter 800 Final 

By the following week, San San and Seven went to the classroom as usual to 
prepare for their lessons. 

Albert Ou, however, stopped Seven, “Seven, I’ve hired extra teachers for you, 
so you don’t have to attend class with your brother from today.” 

“Why?” snapped San San before Seven could open her mouth. 

“It’s a little hard to have lessons with you because your brother is so young, so 
he won’t have to work so hard when you have separate lessons from now 
on.”Albert Ou explained to Sanzo. 

Seven wasn’t as smart as San San, plus he was young, but he was a non-
conformist, so he had to put in a lot of work in private to keep up with San 
San. 

“Sansan, go to class with Mr. Chow, I’ll take Seven to class.” 

San San immediately ran into the classroom. 

Albert Ou looked down at Seven, whose eyes flickered with confusion. 

“Have a problem with my arrangement.” 

Seven hurriedly shook her head obediently, “No comment ah” 

After saying that Seven raised his hand high up to shake Albert Ou’s hand, 
Albert Ou was a little uncomfortable with the way he looked at him, but he 
didn’t let go, so he led Seven to the other room, where a teacher was already 
waiting for him. 

San San climbed up on a chair and sat down, “Mr. Zhou, I’m the only one 
teaching today, my brother went to class with another teacher.” 

“Oh, I see, your father has told me.” 

Mr. Zhou was obviously confused, he had just talked to the new teacher, 
thinking that he was also a big shot in the industry, but what he didn’t expect 



was that he was just a teacher from a very ordinary school, teaching nothing 
more than simple knowledge that he would learn in elementary school. 

Mr. Zhou didn’t understand this intention. 

Tong returned almost a month or so later, and the plan of one work a year is 
still in place. 

As soon as she returned she also learned about Sanji and Seven’s separate 
classes, and after applying her mask in the evening, she began questioning 
Albert Ou. 

“I heard you’re separating San-San and Seven’s classes. Why?” 

“Seven is too young, San San learns things too fast, and Seven is a 
competitive kid, he’s always tired to keep up with San San, and I don’t want 
him to be so tired at such a young age, so I’m separating lessons.”Albert Ou 
explained the stripes. 

“I can’t believe Seven is such a good boy, but she’s a competitive kid.” 

This was rather comforting to Jasmine Tong. 

“There’s a lot you don’t know about him.” 

Jasmine Tong still remembered what Albert Ou said last time, “Both sons are 
brought up by us, you must not be biased ah, the teacher hired for Xiao Qi, 
that must be at the same level as the teacher hired for San San.” 

For Mr. Zhou’s origin, Jasmine Tong also knows something about it. 

Albert Ou put the book aside, “Jasmine, aren’t you afraid of getting wrinkles 
from all the worrying you do every day?” 

“Ah,” Jasmine Tong hurriedly touched her face that had just finished applying 
the mask, it was obviously very soft. 

“Let’s share the work from now on, you’re in charge of life, I don’t even care, 
I’m in charge of the children’s education, and you don’t care what I let them 
learn, okay?” 

It was rare for Albert Ou to be so attentive to the children, regarding learning, 
Jasmine Tong actually didn’t know much about it, after all, Albert Ou was so 



great, this matter should be left to him, but Jasmine Tong always worried that 
Albert Ou was too strict with the children. 

“Well yes, I’m just worried that you’re being too strict with the kids, they’re still 
young after all and deserve a happy childhood.” 

“Isn’t learning fun? I think San San likes it a lot, and besides, it’s good fun 
when you play and good learning when you learn, that’s the proper childhood 
for a child, you’re in charge of taking them to play and I’m in charge of taking 
them to learn, we don’t interfere with each other.” 

Jasmine Tong felt that Albert Ou had a point, “Okay then.” 

“Then it’s settled, you stay out of the way of how I educate them from now on.” 

Albert Ou has finally asked for the big power. 

In fact, he had his own plans, the reason why he didn’t give Xiao Qi so much 
learning now was because he was worried that Xiao Qi would go down the 
wrong path in the future, and of course he would adjust his learning and 
education for Xiao Qi appropriately according to his performance. 

“Jasmine, you seem to have an extra wrinkle here.” 

“I’m not sure where to start, but I’m not sure if I’m going to be able to do that. 

“Don’t you move” Albert Ou got in front of Jasmine Tong and turned off the 
light at once, pressing Jasmine Tong underneath him. 

“You’re a bad guy” Jasmine Tong only then understood Albert Ou’s intention. 

Albert Ou doesn’t care what she says, he hasn’t touched his wife in over a 
month, and tonight he must still have fun. 

The first thing that you need to do is to take a look at the newest addition to 
the newest addition to the newest addition to the newest addition to the 
newest addition to the newest addition. 

In the end, it was Jasmine Tong who repeatedly begged for mercy before 
Albert Ou let her go. 

Jasmine Tong was so tired that she didn’t even bother to lift her eyelids, Albert 
Ou carried her to the bathroom and washed her and carried her back, Albert 



Ou patted Jasmine Tong’s face, “Jasmine, did I tell you before that I was 
going to sleep all over the world” 

“You want more ah I don’t want to do it, I’m so tired, I’ll do it 
tomorrow.”Jasmine Tong snuggled into Albert Ou’s arms with her eyes closed, 
and her voice was as breathless as she spoke. 

“I’m talking about a trip, dummy.” 

“Travel” Jasmine Tong opened her eyes slowly then. 

“Didn’t I tell you before that I was going to take you to sleep in specialty hotels 
all over the world?” 

“Oh, like I said.” 

I remember when Albert Ou said it, Jasmine Tong was not to mention how 
excited she was, because she thought it was a very romantic thing. 

But with three children at home, the two of them are really too busy to be 
apart, and the travel has been delayed again and again. 

But now it’s better, 1999 is in kindergarten and is much more obedient now, 
San San is in elementary school, and Seven will soon be in elementary 
school. 

Now they can say they can step away from the kids and have a duo of their 
own. 

“How about it, sleep if you’re not interested.” 

“Who says it’s not interesting” Jasmine Tong seemed to be less tired all of a 
sudden, “So when are we leaving the first stop to go where ah” 

“Are you kidding me the whole time I was just in the bathroom without a bone 
in my body, why are you so energetic now, do you want to do it again.” 

“Don’t,” 

“One more time and I’ll tell you when to beat it and where to go first” Albert Ou 
smiled badly and put his claws on Jasmine Tong. 



Albert Ou had already made an itinerary, and the next day he took Jasmine 
Tong on a journey to sleep around the world. 

That’s probably all they’re going to do, sweet, sweet, and safe for the rest of 
their lives. 

And the story of the three children alone begins at this moment. 

 


